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A language:

● easy to integrate

● kind-of like Lua

int3 Systems translated the main 
implementation to D.



This is Distort, modified to use live-reload absolute path AND optimizations.

(Also everything was moved to the “reflow()” Wren callback because only reflow is called repeatedly.)

Let’s shape the “Drive” button.

Demo time!



Using live-reload necessitates absolute paths, not intended for release. (but optimizations = nice)

Because it’s hard to “forget” about a module once loaded, the whole Wren VM is restarted every time 

the file change && about 200ms has elapsed.  

=> You have to SPAM the save button in live-edit.

Live-reload internals



The things you can do from Wren

ui.wren is a sort of standard library for Dplug + Wren. 
Overall, limited to UI properties for now.



How to expose your own properties to Wren

Write a normal custom widget, and use @ScriptProperty on fields you want to be 
accessed from Wren.

 Expose your own properties



Supported types for @ScriptProperty

 Expose your own properties



● Registering classes enumerates @ScriptProperty fields and save 
their layout. 

● Property access are not calling Wren functions, but calling one 
Wren function that directly write bytes into the objects.

● Consequently, you can’t validate fields, or have complex prop.

 Expose your own properties

2 ways:



- it’s NOT possible for the Dplug user to expose arbitrary APIs 
BUT you can expose @ScriptProperty fields in a custom widget…

=> you can “tune” anything with live-reload if you write (say) audio variables in your 
onDrawRaw/onDrawPBR (!?)

Future widgets: UIAudioTuningCenter, UIPBRSettings? 
Also: interactive color correction.

FUTURE: Tuning PBR and audio variables with Wren?



Wren: at what cost?

- ~200kb in binary

- 1 to 10 mb of RAM. We have a GC again ^^

- slower at resize and UI opening (don’t know how much)

- Wren significantly different from D (functional, dynamically typed, significant space…)

- super-limited for now: can’t create widgets, or change their visibility, or dirty them. 

Most probably: live-reload it is going to save you a lot of time, and get better visual results.



All informations on the Dplug Wiki

https://github.com/AuburnSounds/Dplug/wiki/Making-a-Scriptable-UI

See also: the Distort example which has a scriptable, resizeable, PBR UI.

https://github.com/AuburnSounds/Dplug/wiki/Making-a-Scriptable-UI


Thank you

Questions?


